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Which student feedback do
faculty perceive?

Faculty perception is selective
There are many instances of student feedback
occurring in an undergraduate physics course, both
inside and outside the classroom.

Verbal
15%

Faculty perceive some student
feedback, and the most salient
was reported by faculty in
interviews.
Faculty respond to
some feedback,
which can affect
student learning.

	
  

Feedback acted
on by faculty

Feedback perceived
by faculty

Process
Faculty (n=11) interviews from a
previously collected data set were
analyzed and coded for faculty
perception of student feedback.
The following table shows the
coding descriptions, which were
used for verbal and observational
feedback:	
  
Category of
Feedback
Attitude
Class Activity
Format
Homework
Motivation
Participation
Problem Solving
Understanding

Normalized Gains

Improving student learning
• Faculty need supplemental resources in addition to student evaluations to
assess and improve student learning (see Fig. 1).
• Although several resources and teaching methods have been shown
effective in Physics Education Research (PER), most physics faculty have
not implemented them.1
• Better communication is needed between physics faculty and the PER
community to facilitate implementation of these methods.2
• Knowing which student feedback is important to faculty will help inform the
PER community on how to best
communicate research-based
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teaching methods to faculty in
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Figure 1: No correlation between student ratings
of instruction and conceptual learning!3

Description
Attitude towards teaching method (interactive or traditional)
Feedback during ILDs, clickers, PI
Feedback regarding materials, equipment, discussion execution
Using outside class resources: homework, readings, studying
Reasons for taking class, doing well, participating
Class attention, participation, engagement
Problem solving methods, issues, content
Feedback revealing student knowledge or level of understanding

Understanding 3%
Motivation 6%
Class Activity
12%

Observational example
“It became really clear in the lab that the students
weren't quite at the level that I wanted them to be at for
retracing. So we went through two examples…I kind of
saw the common mistakes that people were making. I
talked to the students and asked them what they were
thinking...I again walked
around. The students got
Homework
7%
remarkably better at
Attitude 15%
it at that point.”
Format 12%

Homework
15%

Problems 12%
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Observational

Motivation
14%

Understanding
13%

Feedback with
faculty response
Feedback with no
reported response

Verbal
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Participation (not shown) = 0%

Grades
8%

Survey 15%

Participation
15%

Class Activity
12%

The most common form of
student feedback reported by
faculty was from their own
observations. Despite
reporting verbal comments
from students significantly less
often, faculty were more likely
to make changes in response
to students’ verbal comments.
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Attitude 36%

Problem Solving
24%

Faculty response to feedback

Sem 1

0
1

Formal
31%

• During interviews, faculty reported
observational forms of student
feedback significantly more than
verbal feedback (p<.001) or formal
feedback (p=.01).
• Over 1/3 of reported verbal feedback
pertained to student attitudes towards
faculty teaching methods.
• Nearly 40% of faculty’s formal
feedback referenced student
evaluations, though Fig. 1 indicates
there is no correlation between
student ratings of instruction and
conceptual learning.

Sem 1

0.1

Verbal example
"A suggestion of the students was to provide them
the answers to some of the easier problems...that
are relevant to the lecture. So I started posting those
answers before class and I wasn’t grading, I was just
telling students that they should try and work through
those...students admitted it was helpful.”

Sem 3
Sem 2 Sem 1

R² = 0.01544

0.3

Format 3%

Observational
54%

Instances of feedback

All student feedback

How does feedback vary across forms?

Student
Evaluations
38%

Exams 17%

Concept Tests
23%

Formal example
"There was really big group that had an extremely large gains that
did really, …then there was a group that had very small gains . And
so the other part of my thinking is perhaps with that group having
another approach might benefit them...so now I will be doing my
lecture and... I will stop and have them work on exercises and …a
couple of these tutorial sheets…I think they got like a gain of 33 on
the system...So I was really happy with that.”

• Overall, the most common form of student feedback reported by
faculty was feedback from student evaluations.
• Faculty perceive observational feedback most, however, they are
most likely to respond to verbal feedback.
• Since faculty referenced student evaluations most commonly and
it appears that they do not correlate with learning gains,
additional investigations are warranted.
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